Drainage systems for schools

S TA I N L E S S S T E E L D R A I N A G E S O L U T I O N S

BLUCHER has been manufacturing stainless steel drainage
systems since 1965. ISO 9001 compliant, BLUCHER products
have been used in some of the most prestigious projects around
the globe.
Manufacturing drainage products in stainless steel comes with
a variety of inherent beneﬁts. BLUCHER drainage products are
resistant to corrosion, hygienic, need minimal maintenance, and
require no protective coatings. This means that our drainage
products are modern and clean looking and can last the test of
rigorous use and time. Perfect for municipal buildings such as
schools.
Schooling is about investing in the future and so sustainable
materials are important when it comes to building for education.
As well as being 100% recyclable, BLUCHER drainage products
are manufactured from 70% recycled material using state of
the art production facilities ensuring our drainage systems
are as sustainable as possible. For a more detailed look at the
sustainability of BLUCHER drainage systems please see our
Sustainability brochure which is available to download from our
website.
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There are many BLUCHER products which are ideally suited to the kitchen area. Whilst stainless
steel has become synonymous with kitchens sinks, it is also ideal for kitchen drainage as a whole.
BLUCHER KITCHEN DRAINS - Wide channels with built
in falls which are ideal for brat pans and tilting kettles.
A range of sizes and a variety of grates are available as
standard. Beneﬁts include a removable ﬁlter and trap for
easy cleaning.
BLUCHER INDUSTRIAL DRAINS- A range of heavy duty drains
for all ﬂoor types. Hygienic cast stainless steel grates are
available within our extensive range of grate options. Traps
and baskets are removable, allowing for easy cleaning and
rodding.
BLUCHER EuroPipe POLISHED - A great alternative to
chromed copper. Polished EuroPipe is mechanically polished
so it doesn’t ﬂake or bubble and maintains its excellent
appearance. It is still a push ﬁt system and retains all the
natural beneﬁts of stainless steel. The real beneﬁts come
with the cost when compared to compression chromed
copper pipe, and the streamlined appearance of EuroPipe
because there are no bulky joints.
BLUCHER Grease separators - A range of standard size grease
separators for installation either above or below ground.
The BLUCHER grease separators have been designed to work
with dosing units (also supplied) which treat the separator
with bacteria that digests the grease. This means little
maintenance is required but, unlike direct dosing systems,
allows for failsafe grease storage should the dosing be
negated.
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BLUCHER CHANNELS - Channels manufactured with built in
falls for all ﬂoor types. A range of widths and grates are
available as standard. Beneﬁts include removable ﬁlters
and traps for easy cleaning and rodding. For showers and
change rooms, our shower grate or wedgewire grates are
perfect for barefoot use.
BLUCHER LIGHT DUTY DRAINS- A range of light duty drains,
all with a brushgrain ﬁnish, for all ﬂoor types. Barefoot safe
pedestrian grates are supplied as standard. Traps and baskets
are removable allowing for easy cleaning and rodding.
BLUCHER NEW WATER TRAP. The only trap available on
the market that meets the new BS EN 1253 standard and
capable of ﬂow rates up to 1.7l/s, well above the minimum
requirement of 1.4l/s.
BLUCHER EuroPipe - The ideal alternative to un-environmentally
friendly plastics and costly cast iron. Quick to install with
its push ﬁt joints, it is also strong and able to resist robust
use.
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BLUCHER ACCESS COVERS - Gas tight covers manufactured
from stainless steel. For tiled or concrete ﬂoors, with an
option for vinyl systems. The covers are manufactured with
a tapered edge and come complete with magic keys which
make for easy lifting after long periods of closure. Load class
B is achieved when ﬁlled with suitable grade concrete.

BLUCHER INDUSTRIAL DRAINS- A range of heavy duty drains
for all ﬂoor types. The non slip ladder grate is ideal for
plant room applications. Traps and baskets are removable
allowing for easy cleaning and rodding.

BLUCHER EuroPipe - With a wide range of pipe sizes from
50 - 250mm, and an extensive range of ﬁttings, BLUCHER
EuroPipe is ideal for use as a drainage pipework.
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In Denmark, the home of BLUCHER, the most common drains sold are installed in bathrooms,
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BLUCHER LIGHT DUTY DRAINS- A range of light duty drains
with a brushgrain ﬁnish. Barefoot safe pedestrian grates
are supplied as standard, with a number of designs available
to suit all applications. Traps and baskets are removable
allowing for easy cleaning and rodding. All ﬂoor types are
catered for making light duty drains an easy choice.
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BLUCHER EuroPipe - A cost effective and environmentally
friendly alternative to plastics and cast iron. Quick to install
with its push ﬁt joints, it can be supplied in its standard
ﬁnish or can be polished. Included in the range are tubular
and bottle traps which are ideal for ﬁtting under basins and
urinals.
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BLUCHER CHANNELS - Channels manufactured with built in
falls for all ﬂoor types. The BLUCHER Wedgewire grate is
heelsafe and can easily withstand general trafﬁc, making
it ideal for external areas. Add the option of screwlocked
grate and a silt trap and the channel is perfect for external
application.
BLUCHER EuroPipe - A great standard ﬁnish with an
option for polishing to your required standard, along with
excellent rigidity, and slim push ﬁt joints, makes BLUCHER
EuroPipe a modern and clean looking rainwater downpipe,
to compliment the building design.

BLUCHER Contacts:
Recent projects:
St Aidens Academy , Darlington - Kitchen drains
Milton Keynes Academy - Light duty drains
Castle View Academy, Sunderland - Channels
Academy 360, Pennywell - Shower drains
Beaumont Leys School, Leicester - Channels

Head Ofﬁce: 01937 838 000
London - Paul Cocks: 07860 771 850
South East and East Anglia - Tony Woodham: 07860 771 786
South Wales and South West England - Kevin Hutton: 07875 743 077
Midlands - Nick Priest: 07974 322 253
North West and North Wales - Simon Vautrey: 07860 705 808
North East and Yorkshire - Dan Marshall: 07983 705 808
Scotland - Paul Ross: 07850 796 673

www.blucher.co.uk
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